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Integrate resources across your pharmacies to ensure consistency and 
help balance workloads. Enable users to perform “virtual” work on behalf 
of other pharmacies and advanced reporting helps improve management 
decision making.

Pharmacy Work Flow Manager 
by Holon Solutions

Company Background
Holon was formed in 2010 as a division of  SNAPS Solutions LLC. 
(www.snapssolutions.com) to focus solely on improving healthcare 
connectivity and workflow. Leveraging the configurable enterprise 
integration and workflow platforms developed by SNAPS and used 
in the commercial space for many years, Holon now offers Pharmacy 
Work Flow Manager and CollaborNet, our interoperability solution for 
healthcare communities.

Product Overview
Holon’s Pharmacy Work Flow Manager supports the creation of  
virtual central order entry pharmacies to enhance your pharmacy 
team’s efficiency and improve quality of  care. Designed for hospital 
based pharmacies, Holon’s Pharmacy Work Flow Manager integrates 
resources across your enterprise including remote/satellite pharmacies 
and central processing facilities while ensuring work load balancing and 
enforcing enterprise wide standards. Pharmacy Work Flow Manager 
can be easily configured to reflect your work processes. It enhances your 
existing Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and pharmacy 
management systems allowing you to schedule work by urgency, 
location, time of  day, pharmacy specialty area etc. Pharmacists 
can organize their work; easily retrieve on-hold orders, last orders 
worked, orders to be worked and high priority orders. Pharmacists are 
empowered to perform “virtual” work on behalf  of  other pharmacists 
and pharmacies. Advanced reporting and dashboard views provide 
pharmacy managers with actionable information to measure activity 
to aid in performance improvement programs and to support rapid 
productivity improvement decisions.

Additional Product Lines
In addition to Pharmacy Work Flow Manager, Holon markets 
CollaborNet™, our healthcare information exchange solution that 
facilitates collaboration among healthcare providers by creating secure 
networks that manage the assembly, packaging, routing and delivery 
of  vital health information. Holon’s CollaborNet connects providers 
regardless of  their level of  technological sophistication, using the 

systems in place and with or without standard communication protocols.  
CollaborNet is flexible and adaptable and can support changes to 
communication standards and methods as they develop. CollaborNet 
builds value from the bottom up by delivering information WHEN, 
WHERE and HOW you need it. At Holon we believe that collaboration 
improves lives.

Features & Options
n Features
 • Customized to your specific workflow requirements

 • Bi-directional pharmacy system integration 

 • CPOE Integration

 • Workflow Scheduler

 • Productivity Reporting

 • Complete audit history

n With Pharmacy Work Flow Manager you can:
 • Easily manage all orders in your personal work space

 •  Place orders on hold, route for clarification, group by attribute, 
annotate, recall by patient etc.

 • Track all actions with a comprehensive Audit Trail 

 •  Distribute workloads across multiple locations using configurable 
templates for weekday, weekend, holiday, or special days

 •  Report on all information/data whether input through CPOE, 
scanned, etc.

n Pharmacy Workflow Manager Benefits
 • Supports your workflow

 • Integrates with any ADT and PIS

 • Enhances your CPOE environment

 • Helps meet JCAHO requirement for review of orders

 • Allows more time for care team collaboration

 • Helps improve decision making with sophisticated management

Testimonials
“  The Holon solution supports our mission of  care by making sure the work is 
in the right place at the right time so nothing is delayed or missed. The new 
Pharmacy Work Flow Manager features include a dedicated workspace where 
pharmacists can secure and manage orders, easier annotation and improved 
filtering, all making our workflow more efficient and faster,” said Capps.  
“Their commitment to delivery and quality is refreshing.”

 —  Richard Capps, Greenville Hospital System 

Pharmacy Manager, PharmD

Markets Served
Healthcare providers including hospitals, health systems and physicians 
in the United States.




